




1 control panel 41 pressing sheeet tightening ring 81 small swaying arm
2 rear housing 42 screw 82 auxiliary pinch shaft ring
3 hopper barrier chip 43 magic eye support 83 swaying arm spring
4 hopper barrier chip 44 magic eye chassis 84 screw
5 hopper square 45 auxiliary axle 85 spring support
6 hopper bar 46 auxiliary wheel (rubber) 86 transmission dear 20T (inner hole 12
7 hopper 47 shaft for auxiliary pressing pulley 87 transition gear shaft
8 chassis rubber feet 48 auxiliary pressing pulley (rubber) 88 transition gear 12T
9 chassis 49 heating block mandrel 89 gear 28T assembly
10 front housing 50 ink roller shaft 90 collector ring assembly
11 front housing block 51 printing axle 91 carbon brush assembly
12 table bracket 52 heating-block back barrier 92 gear 22T
13 working table 53 ink roller 93 eccentric cover gasket
14 adjustable screw B for sheet 54 ink roller core 94 ink roller eccentric cover
15 external sheet 55 ink roller heating-block 95 transmission dear 20T (bore 10)15 external sheet 55 ink roller heating-block 95 transmission dear 20T (bore 10)
16 adjustable screw A for sheet 56 front baffle plate for heating-block 96 large swaying arm gasket
17 internal sheet 57 printing core wheel 97 large swaying arm shaft
18 angle iron 58 printing wheel assembly 98 large swaying arm
19 barrier ship 59 printing wheel tightening ring 99 synchronous belt (70XL)
20 case 60 impressing wheel shaft 100 clutch with wheel 21T
21 driven axle 61 green O-type belt 101 clutch assembly
22 driven axle cover 62 impressing wheel (rubber) 102 sychronous belt wheel 20T+15Tp g ( ) y
23 circlip for shaft/external circlip 63 circlip for shaft/external circlip 103 synchronous belt (90XL)
24 bearing 64 shaft for outfeed wheel 104 synchronous stepped pulley
25 driven gear rubber gasket 65 outfeed wheel (rubber) 105 wheel of motor belt
26 O-type belt 66 swaying head of outfeed impressing wheel 106 synchronous belt (150XL)
27 rear driven gear shell 67 swaying assembly of oufeed impresing wheel 107 gear 78T
28 front driven gear shell 68 oufeed impresing wheel assembly 108 O-type belt
29 convoyer 69 imprinting adjustable stop spring 109 reversing O-type beltwheel
30 drving axle 70 imprinting adjustable screw 110 gear 15T30 drving axle 70 imprinting adjustable screw 110 gear 15T
31 bearing 71 bearing
32 circlip for shaft/external circlip 72 worm adjustable handwheel
33 convoyer driving wheel 73 worm adjustable bar
34 one-way bearing 74 motor
35 reversing axle 75 worm support
36 reversing core wheel 76 worm pressure spring
37 reversing rubber gasket 77 reversing wheel eccentric coverg g g
38 support bar for pressing sheeet 78 adjusting gear 36T
39 pressing sheeet 79 small swaying arm gasket
40 pressing sheeet spring 80 small swaying arm shaft


